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Pokemon games may not be too strange for players. When people think of Pokemon, they will immediately think of Pokemon cartoons or think of the famous Pokemon series released by Nintendo. Coming into the world of Pokemon, players will experience exciting adventures in a world where monsters called Pokemon are everywhere. Games in the Pokemon series have always
been popular games. But there is one game that has surpassed everything and created a huge buzz in the global gaming market. This game is the Pokemon GO mobile platform, just released, the game has won a large number of players nationwide. The game quickly became the most downloaded game immediately after its release, surpassing the previous king, Candy Crush.
Just released in July 2016, the game quickly became a phenomenon of the year, just going out and watching people play this game everywhere. After three years of launch, the game still does not tend to decrease in the heat of the game, and recently the game has reached 1 billion downloads. This game is the most successful AR game to date. Coming into the game, the players
will be an extremely new experience that no previous game can do. GAMEPLAY The game has three central teams for players to choose to participate in, the choice of joining a team does not affect the player's playing process. Three top players will include Pokemon Red, Pokemon Blue, Pokemon Yellow. At the beginning of the game, you will join the adventure in the world of
Pokemon. When you move to a location (somewhere in real life), the map in this game is a different version of Google Maps so that players can track their location. The map will show many things like Gym, PokeStop, or Pokemon are close to your location. And Pokemon will appear in places that match its native features. Pokemon-based water, for example, will occur in areas
near rivers, lakes or other water-related areas. If players want to catch the Pokemon they like, they must first learn about the living characteristics of this genre to find a suitable place where they can appear. There will be times when Pokemon appear randomly on your way. And you just need to quickly start the game and scan to see if there are Pokemon nearby or not catch them.
To catch Pokemon, the player must use Pokeball to throw at them. Once a Pokemon is caught, the player will spend 1 Pokeball and if the player fails multiple times they will lose money to buy Pokeball. In-game locations, such as PokeStop, are seen as a kind of in-game store that players can come here to equip the necessary equipment quickly for your Pokemon. Equipment like
medicine for Pokemon, Pokemon eggs, this is the only place on the map where people can buy Pokemon eggs, and Pokemon eggs will produce Pokemon. When the player is in the scope of PokeStop, the game will request to test the knowledge of Pokemon players. If the player responds correctly, he will receive valuable rewards as elements or experience points to level up. The
other part of the game is the gym. This is a place for players to fight other players. Each gym should be marked with different colors depending on which team holds that Gym. If players go to the gym in the same color as their cave, the player will be fighting with other Pokemon to train Pokemon fighting ability. Instead, if the player enters the gym of another team, then you need to
fight another player's Pokemon to gain access to this gym. If you win, the Gym will belong to the player. If you lose, you'll lose some items. Fighting the mechanics of the game is simple. Players simply need to use their fingers to press as much as possible on the opponent's Pokemon. If Pokemon loses you, you will need revival medicine to wake them up. If the player is fighting,
then your Pokemon has also suffered several injuries occurring during the battle. Right now, the player should use therapeutic medicine to heal their wounds. FEATURES Unlimited Pokemon For players to currently collect, the number of Pokemon in the game has increased to over 500 items and is still added until all Pokemon is available in the game. From popular Pokemon like
Charmadder or Squirtle to mythical Pokemon like Mewtwo, Rayquaza... everything is present in the game for players to collect. High-level Pokemon like Rayquaza or Mew will be complicated to catch. Pokemon Evolution Also, players can evolve their Pokemon to make them stronger. Unlike other popular Pokemon games, you need to fight a lot of Pokemon to train them to some
extent before they can evolve and level up. But with Pokemon Go we don't need such a development. Players only need to collect the necessary number of pokemon and also have the necessary fuel as Candy and Stardust to be able to upgrade Pokemon already. Upgraded versions of Pokemon come from what is real in Anime, players can get great experiences. Upgrade the
character of the player When a player's character is flattened, it will unlock new features, such as unlocking higher quality PokeBall, such as MegaBall. The higher the level of character, the higher the ability to train Pokemon. The easiest way to get multiple experience points is to catch a lot of Pokemon. Every time you catch a Pokemon, the player will receive 1000 EXP, so try to
catch as many Pokemon to able to level up as soon as possible. Exchange with other players now players can exchange and trade items or Pokemon in the game together. Players can build relationships with other players. And friendship between players can also be promoted through exchanges and want to sell between players. GRAPHIC The game has a 3D graphics format,
and will take place in an open world similar to the real world. World. will feel the authenticity of the game not only because the game supports AR features, but also because of the realistic graphics of the game. The Pokemon in the game are depicted in a very vivid way, inspired by what is real in the movie, but designed in 3D style. So players will feel that they become much
more real than the movie. The details are realistically illustrated so that players can observe their entire Pokemon scene in the best way. Pokemon GO will bring players a new experience that few current games can bring to players. Pocketdex for Pokémon GO for Android Screenshots Download and install Pocketdex for Pokémon GO APK on Android In others to have a smooth
experience, it is important to know how to use the APk or Apk MOD file once you download it to your device. APK files are the raw files of an Android application similar to how .exe is for Windows. APK stands for Android Package Kit (APK for short). It is the package file format used by the Android operating system to distribute and install mobile applications. &lt;br&gt; In 4 simple
steps, I'll show you how to use Pocketdex for Pokémon GO.apk on your phone once you're done downloading it. Step 1: Download Pocketdex for Pokémon GO.apk on your device You can do this now using any of our download mirrors below. 99% of it is guaranteed to work. If you download apk to a computer, be sure to move it to your Android device. Step 2: Allow third-party
apps on your device. To install Pocketdex for Pokémon GO.apk, you must make sure that third-party applications are currently enabled as an installation source. Just go to the &gt; settings &gt; &gt; security menu and check unknown sources to allow your phone to install apps from sources other than the Google Play Store. In Android 8.0 Oreo, instead of checking a global setting
to allow installation from unknown sources, you will be prompted to allow your browser or file manager to install APKs the first time you try to do so. Step 3: Goto your file manager or browser location You should now locate pocketdex for Pokémon GO.apk file you just downloaded. If you prefer, you can also download a file management app here so you can easily find files on your
Android device. Once you have placed Pocketdex for the Pokémon GO file.apk, click it and the normal installation process will begin. Tap Yes when you're prompted for something. However, make sure that you have read instructions on the screen. Step 4: Enjoy Pocketdex for Pokémon GO is now installed on your device. Enjoy! Are APK files secure? Ignore any rumors or a site
that says otherwise. APK files are generally as secure as a .exe Windows pc file therefore, the most important thing to note is that you should always download it from trusted sites. Generally you have nothing to worry about as we have provided some of the safest sites in our Apk download mirrors below. Thank you for reading this Download your app below! Pocketdex for
Pokémon GO v2.0.6 APK Download Mirrors Whats New in Pocketdex for Pokémon GO v2.0.6 Release Date: 2019-12-27 Current version: 2.0.6 File size: 59.42 MB Developer: Tientam Bach Compatibility: Requires iOS 11.2 or later. or Android KitKat 4.4, Lollipop 5.0, Marshmallow 6.0, Nougat 7.0, Oreo 8.0, Android P 9.0 or later Pocketdex features in game scans, beautifully
crafted Pokédex, Simulation Battle Trainer, rankings and more – it's the necessary application for all Pokémon GO players! Pokédex Get to know all the Pokémon currently available at Pokémon GO at the tips of your fingers! See what moves each Pokémon can or may not learn about how it performs compared to other types—it's #1 designed Pokémon GO! Detailed view Learn
more about your scanned Pokémon from simulated power-ups to see how powerful they can get in Battle Simulator mode (see how they perform against other Pokémon)! Trainer Battle Simulator Currently only with Trainer Battles (at the moment) With the ability to select any Pokémon and tweak stats within seconds, you can see how your Pokémon stands against other Pokémon
before jumping into a real battle! IV Scan IVs are extra stat points added above the base stats of a Pokémon. To identify an IV of a Pokémon, just take a screenshot of Pokémon and upload it to Pocketdex! It will automatically detect Pokémon, CP, HP, Stardust and more! Right now, we're asking users to take sceenshots to fix IV! Pocketdex offers the ability to perfect IV, with users
importing Attack, Defense, and HP values from the Pokémon GO rating screen. Key features: • Pokédex • Battle Simulator • Trainer Battle Rankings (Product Stats) • View details of scanned Pokémon • Edit view for scanned Pokémon • Powerful searches • Dynamic Pro Team Interface Features: • In-game scans using screenshots from Pokémon GO • Scan unlimited screenshots
at the same time • Ads for free • Custom app icons === Pocketdex Pro Unlock Pocketdex Pro and get in-game scanning from Pokémon GO, ad freem, custom app icons and more! In-game scanning instructions: After purchasing Pocketdex Pro, make sure you have: • Scan the game enabled on the Profile tab • Your trainer's level is set in Profile -&gt; Edit (top right pencil icon) •
Do Not Disturb (DND) is disabled to receive banner notifications • Allow Pocketdex license to send you (Settings -&gt; Notifications -&gt; Pocketdex -&gt; Allow Notifications) While Pocketdex is active in the background, Pokémon Take a screenshot of your Pokémon (make sure cp, HP, stardust numbers are clear and visible). After a second, you will receive a series IV notification.
You can tap or swipe down on the notification banner to limit its iv by entering rating comments. Become! Pricing We offer monthly (bronze), annual (silver) and and (gold) subscription programmes. Prices appear either in the storefront or in Pocketdex's Unlock Pocketdex Pro view. AutoRe renew and Subscription will be automatically renewed unless auto-renewal is turned off at
least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Payment will be charged to the iTunes account upon confirmation of purchase. The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours before the end of the current period, which is listed below for each tier. Subscriptions can be managed by the user and automatic renewal can be disabled by going to the user's account settings
after purchase. Any unused portion of a free trial period, if offered, will be forfeited when the user buys a subscription to this post, as appropriate. Terms of Use Privacy Policy FAQ support Follow us on Twitter @Pocketdex ( or visit www.surenix.me/pocketdex for more information Disclaimer Pocketdex is a third-party application made by fans, and not affiliated with the Brand
Pokémon, Pokémon Go or Pokemon Go, Niantic, or Nintendo. Apk Mirror 1: : Download APK APK
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